Ford windstar windshield wiper problems

Eight problems related to wiper have been reported for the Ford Windstar. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Ford Windstar based on all problems reported for the Windstar. Door constantly opens and
closes. Have experienced problems with door fully closing. Rear windshield wiper is not
working. Mechanic states the rear wiper motor has water damage and must be replaced. The
contact owns a Ford Windstar. The contact stated that the vehicle was parked and smoke began
to emit from under the hood. The contact did not see flames, but poured water under the hood
to put out the smoke. The windshield wiper motor stopped functioning after the failure
occurred. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer for a diagnostic test and the technician
stated that water entered the wiper motor and started a fire. The manufacturer was made aware
of the failure and stated that the VIN was not included in the recall. The vehicle was not
repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , I own a Ford Windstar and the windshield
wipers have quit working for the third time. This always seems to happen while I am driving in
the rain, which is not safe at all, but yesterday it happened during a very heavy thunderstorm
while I was driving down the interstate at 70 mph! I have seen a recall in the past on the Ford
Windstar for this same complaint. I contacted my local dealership and they stated that my
Windstar was not included in this recall. As much of a hassle and an expense it is to have the
wiper motor replaced, it's still not as much a hassle as it is dangerous to be driving a vehicle
that not only do the wipers randomly quit working without any warning but the abs and traction
control will kick off all the time and Ford won't fix or do anything about the failures that so many
other Windstar owners continue to have. How many recalls on safety issues do you have to
have before the entire vehicle is recalled? I'm sure this has a lot to do the the terrible gas
mileage that is not even close to what the original sticker quoted!. Or the torque converter
issues in the transmission that had to be completely rebuilt. A lot of the Windstar's issues
started while it was still under warranty and just continued to get worse. If were up to me I
would definitely call the vehicle a lemon. After talking to my neighbor, he also has replaced his
Windstar's wiper motor three times. Seems to be happening to more vehicles than just mine.
The abs light began coming on intermittently for no known reason; gradually it has been on
more. In recent weeks, have also begun having problems with the speed control working only
intermittently, and last week the speedometer stopped working incorrectly; the highest speed it
registers is mph, even though I know I'm going faster. The windshield wipers now suddenly
work only on low or, if turned up to the highest possible setting, they go half speed. Two weeks
ago a brake set up for no known reason, to the point that I smelled 'burning. I drove to a
hospital where son was working and he investigated and found the frozen-up brake. He was
able to eventually get it freed up. A vehicle that once was a very dependable workhorse has
suddenly become erratic and downright scary. This is the second time in 3 years I have to
replace my tailgate window for my Ford Windstar. I replaced it thinking about I may be the 'lucky
one'! My daughter was so afraid because she was seating at the back 2 times in a row!! I was
questioning about the occurance and frequency??? I have a Ford model sel - my wipers
stopped working. I took it too Ford to get the problem fixed since I have an extended warranty
on my vehicle intercontinental warranty services -iws - iws first agreed to cover the repairs to
the burned out wiper motor. Ford called iws to get an additional cable to be covered as well
since the pins that were attached to that cable where also attached to the wiper motor and broke
off. They got corroded with water and rust build up. Iws then decided to reject coverage since
water damage is not covered in their policy. I spoke with iws and they gave me recall 01s25 and
advised me Ford would have to cover the repairs. I called Ford back and they advised me that
no recalls show up for my VIN. However, I find that the same issue of this recall is affecting my
vehicle as well and feel it needs to be covered by Ford or iws. Read more Car Problems. Wiper
problem 1. Wiper problem 2. Wiper problem 3. Wiper problem 4. Wiper problem 5. Wiper
problem 6. Wiper problem 7. Wiper problem 8. Other Visibility related problems of the Ford
Windstar. Windshield problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer Motor problems. Power Window
problems. Blower problems. Defogger problems. Rear Window Defogger problems. Interior
Rearview Mirror problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Windstar based on all problems reported
for the Windstar. The contact owns a Ford Windstar. The contact stated that the windshield
wipers would malfunction while being used during inclement weather. The contact called the
manufacturer regarding the windshield wipers and the manufacturer informed the contact their
is a recall regarding the windshield wipers recall 01v but his VIN number was not included. The
contact stated this is a major safety issue and the manufacturer should be responsible for the
repairs. The failure mileage was unknown. See all problems of the Ford Windstar. While driving
55 mph, the contact heard a loud noise coming from the windshield wiper motor. The wipers
and wiper park function worked intermittently. As of November 23, , the dealer had not repaired

the vehicle. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , The contact stated that the front
windshield wiper motor burned three times within the last three years. In , the vehicle was
repaired according to NHTSA campaign id number 01v; however, it did not correct the failure.
Ford stated that the recall repair was already performed on the vehicle; therefore, they would
not assume liability for any repairs to the windshield motor. The failure mileage was less than ,
and the current mileage was , The vehicle was parked and caught on fire. The contact stated
that a week before the fire the windshield wipers were not operating normally. The mechanic
recommended that she change the pulleys in the air conditioner. The contact attempted to have
the vehicle repaired. However, a Ford dealer was unable to diagnose the caus eof the problem.
The police and fire department were notified, and were unable to diagnose the cause of the fire.
The vehicle was destroyed. The current and failure mileage was , Recall 01v was rectified in Feb
The motor cover was replaced because water would get into the motor. Today my husband
replaced our wiper motor and the old one was filled with water. Obviously, their solution wasn't
adequate. I have had to replace the wiper motor in this vehicle twice so far and now it has
malfunctioned again and I will now need to replaced it again. That makes four wiper motors in
one car. Ford disavows any responsibility for this in my Windstar, even though it has recalled
this motor in other Windstar's. I don't understand why they won't be responsible for mine. It
does all the things listed in the recall of , loses intermittent, fails to work at all, turns on when I
have it is on "off," and once, it even caught on fire when it was turned off and not in use.
Needing 4 new wiper motors in one vehicle is clearly a design or manufacturing problem. This
vehicle clearly should have been included in the recall for this very problem. How can I make
Ford take responsibility and fix this repeated problem once and for all? Black and white smoke
erupted from under the hood. The contact raised the hood and disconnected the windshield
wiper motor which stopped the wipers. Although smoke was present, no visible flames or fire
was observed. Upon further inspection, heat damaged the wiring harness and throttle body. The
contact determined the windshield wiper motor shorted out. Although the dealer was alerted,
the vehicle was not inspected. The vehicle has the same problems as indicated in the recall;
however it is not included in the recall due to the VIN. Dealer said the recall work was already
done, and the caller had to pay for it. Manufacturer said the work was done on December 7, The
windshield wipers on my Ford Windstar are stopping halfway through the cycle and I physically
have to get out of my car and push them so they return to the base. There was a recall on for
this problem but Ford told me since it was already performed that they would not repair it again.
The windshield wipers worked intermittenly and then quit working completely. There is a recall
for this problem, but thid vehicle is not included in the recall due to VIN. While driving, in
inclement weather the windshield wipers would come on and go off intermittently. The dealer
was aware of the problem. The mechanic informed the driver that the windshield wiper motor
needed to be replaced please fill in additional information. While driving during rainy weather,
the windshield wipers failed. The vehicle was recalled in August Recall 01v A few months later
while driving in the rain, the wipers quit. The vehicle was still under warranty. The wipers failed
again during a thunderstorm while traveling on the highway. The consumer contacted Ford and
again they refused to fix them. Recall of wiper moter cover. Van was sitting in my driveway and
started smoking, disconnected battery and found that the wiper motor shorted out. Wiper motor
was replaced by recall, with further investigation wiper motor cover was not properly installed,
took van back to Ford dealer, they told me they would not replace it out of warranty. Windshield
wiper motor failed without warning. A recall was issued; however this vehicle was not included
in the recall due to VIN. Intermittently windshield wipers became inoperable, obtructing the
driver's view. A recall has been issued on similar makes and models. However this vehicle was
not included due to VIN. Intermittent windshield wipers inoperable and wipers will not park
when turned to off position obstructing drivers view and increasing possibility of a crash. A
recall has been issued, 01s25, for certain models of same make and year for this exact
description of problem. This vehicle, however, is not included based on the VIN. Lanham Ford
motor company dealership stated that vehicle would have to have problem before work could
be done. Consumer called manufacturer about recall repairs, and manufacturer stated
consumer's vehicle was not covered under recall because vehicle was branded. On two other
recalls consumer had to pay out of pocket because manufacturer kicked it out because vehicle
was branded. Consumer received safety issue notice, recall 01v, about wiper motor cover from
Ford and obtained the new wiper motor cover from the dealer. The wipers failed to operate when
first getting into cold car. After car was warmed up and run for a time, wipers would begin to
operate, consumer took vehicle to the dealer again and first they replaced the switch and then
replaced wiper motor again. Consumer is stating that the wiper motor function operation was
the result of faulty engineering by Ford motor company. Clearly, water entered the wiper motor
cover before corrective repair was initiated and possibly not removed by the dealer. Consumer

is expecting a refund from manufacturer. Consumer noticed that the windshield wipers failed to
work on low setting. Windshield wiper motor was replaced three times by the dealer. In addition,
consumer replaced the motor four times with no change in system. Intermittently windshield
wipers become inoperable. Dealer has attempted to repair vehicle 4 times. Car Problems. Other
Common Visibility related problems of Ford Windstar. Windshield problems. Wiper problems.
Power Window problems. Defogger problems. Defogger Heater problems. Blower problems.
Rear Window Wiper Washer Motor problems. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Windstar based on all
problems reported for the Windstar. The contact owns a Ford Windstar. While driving in rainy
weather conditions, the windshield wipers suddenly failed and impaired visibility. The contact
would be responsible for the repair costs. The manufacturer did not provide any assistance. The
speed was unknown. The failure and current mileages were , See all problems of the Ford
Windstar. The contact stated that they started with the intermittent wipers which would not
completely wipe the window unless one continuedt o work the knob. She stated that now the
windshield wiper doesn't wipe the windows at all. She called the manufacturer, and they
informed her that this recall should have been taken care of by now, and would not help her
with any other information. The contact felt that this vehicle should be apart of the recall since
the vehicle only had 74, miles on it. The failure mileage was 70, The dealer was contacted and
determined that the vehicle was not included in any recall due to the VIN. The vehicle was not
examined or repaired. An independent repair shop notified the contact of the recall and
determined that the dealer should be contacted for repairs. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
who determined that the recall work had already been issued on the vehicle and no other
service was performed. The vehicle was taken back to the independent repair shop who stated
that the recall pertained to the replacement of the windshield wipers cover and the prior recall
work that had been done on the vehicle was for the addition of silicone over the molding holes.
The manufacturer was notified and would not assist the contact with recovery work to the recall.
Initially the wipers worked intermittently, however the wipers are no longer functioning at all.
The VIN was not included in the recall. On June 27th , I was driving and it was raining heavy and
my wind sheild wipers stopped working, I could'nt see anything, so I drove slowly to the side of
the street and I almost hit this lady and her daugther who was crossing the streets cause I could
not see them cause the rain was coming down so heavy. Regarding recall 01v My Ford Windstar
2fmzabb was not included in that recall. However, I am having the exact issue as described in
this recall. I contacted Ford and they are unwilling to do anything about it. My vehicle is the
same year as the year listed in the recall. It seems very odd that I am having this issue yet I
some how missed the recall window by a small margin. This is a safety related issue and I am
disappointed that Ford has not responded appropriately. She then noticed smoke coming form
under the dash. She had a friend disconnect the battery that act probably saved the vehicle
form catching fire. I had the vehicle towed to clair Ford in saco, me. Clair Ford told me the wiper
motor burned out due to some kind of short circuit they said they could not tell what caused the
short circuit. I contact customer service via e-mail and a woman called me a few days later and
said there were no recalls involving wipers and Ford would not do anything to resolve this
issue. I then researched the NHTSA web site it showed me that Ford had recalled the wipers in
under recall number 01s While driving 50 mph in inclement weather, without warning the
windshield wiper failed. The driver was able to maintain control of the vehicle and drove it to the
dealer for inspection. The mechanic informed the driver that the windshield wiper motor needed
to be replaced. Please provide further details. The wipers failed while my wife and 2 kids were
driving on I which almost caused them to leave the roadway. The dealer has been less than
helpful in explaining how corrosion developed. On may 25, est , I called Ford motor corp.
Customer relations kurl I explained my situation and referred to recall 01v She furhter said that
the recall was completed on my vehicle in and that there was no relationship to my current
malfunction and the recall. Please advise by written notice of your findings or conclusions.
While driving at any speed driver's side windshield wiper blade did not sufficiently clear the
window. The blade touched the bottom and the top of the window, but not the center where the
consumer needed it the most. The windshield wipers extended beyond the vehicle's windshield.
The consumer feels that this is a safety hazard. The blades are not stationary and need to be
tightened regularly. The manufacturer and the dealer are aware of the problem. During a winter
storm, the wipers worked fine then all of a sudden the wiper arm and blades started moving to
the left of the windshield completely off the windshield on the driver's side of the vehicle. This
distorted the consumer's wife's vision. Windshield wipers fail to clear windshield when in use.
Would pull to side of road to clean windshield wipers off. Were replaced 3 times. Took vehicle to
dealer, informed by mechanic they were the only windshield wipers made for Windstar by
manufacturer. Consumer was later able to purchase effective windshield wipers from an

automotive store. Replacement windshield wiper pass does not seem to fit correctly-none of the
wipers in dealer stock fits with same positive locking action as the orginal wiper blade. Appears
that wipe blade assy can pop off under some conditions. When turning on the windshield
wipers the wipers don't work,upon turning on the washers they work. Driver side wiper failed
during a major downpour in rush hour traffic. Visibility was next to zero. Managed to get vehicle
to the side of the road without incident. In checking wiper arm I found the nut attaching the
wiper arm to the wiper motor assembly had come lose. Because of the loose condition, wiper
arm would not move more than inches. A simple washer or lock washer under the nut would
have prevented this failure. Windshield wiper pivot arm nut became loose while in use. Wiper
fell to left off of windshield. Windshield wipers do not work when there is a little snow or rain.
Windshield wiper and defroster don't seem to work. You can call me to get details or Ford can
call. Both wiper and seat were safety items and caused us to drive this new van in a very unsafe
mannor. The wiper motor had to be replaced first then some module. Took about one week to
get the wipers fixed. The driver seat tilts and slides forward so people can get in and out the
back. The retaining nut fell off the stud that holds the cable on. Since two push nuts were under
the seat and both would not stay on the stud I think the studs are undersized. Once the cable
pops off the seat tilts forward and the slide is free to move forward or back but no way to lock
the slide or tip the seat back. I had to drive like this to get home. Face about 2 - 3 inches from
the steering wheel. Call for more details if you want. Windshield wiper fluid reservoir is located
out in hood that defroster cannot get to it. Therefore, in bad snowy conditions windshield wiper
reservoir will freeze up, and consumer cannot use it when needed, such as when ice and mud is
splashed onto windshield, causing poor visibility. Owner states that his rear wiper does not
clear window effectively and that washer pump does not operate, he also notes that he has a
hard time of seeing out rear window. Windshield wipers stopped working. Dealer said
windshield wipers stopped because of water damage and corrosion. Car Problems. Other
Common Visibility related problems of Ford Windstar. Windshield problems. Wiper problems.
Power Window problems. Defogger problems. Defogger Heater problems. Blower problems.
Rear Window Wiper Washer Motor problems. Ford Windstar owners have reported 24 problems
related to wiper under the visibility category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Windstar based on all
problems reported for the Windstar. Started having wiper issues intermittent did not work
randomly for a couple weeks, then headlights went out on highway at night with no other cars,
first for a couple seconds off then on then off for good after a few more seconds. After another
10 min or so they went back on and stayed on. Also wipers did not work, or radio, windows and
door locks. Another time during heavy rain in daytime the system failed again, wipers went off.
This was on busy highway. Luckily they went on again after 10s and I was able to see and pull
over. Very scary. Happened off and on again. Turned out forward control module was bad.
Dealer replaced one I got from junkyard, no more problem. See all problems of the Ford
Windstar. Tl-the contact owns a Ford Windstar. The contact noticed that there was water
entering from the front window windshield. In addition, the trim by the front windshield and
front frame on the passenger side of the vehicle was rusting. The dealer was not contacted. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was , The VIN was not provided. Take my vehicle to recall a year later the wiper
went crazy,apparently they did the recall. I called the Ford and they told me that if the wiper
motor was good not changed and cover. I have 3 problems with my Ford Windstar which
currently has 60, miles. One of them is the glass in front when I'm driving in the rain I have to
turn on the wipers the driver's side in the middle part of the wiper stays wet while the passenger
side cleans very well. The other problem I've always had is the powersteering when I'm driving,
I'm going to turn to the side and the car turns off the guide gets hard and I can't straighten it to
turn it on again. The last problem is the transmission, one day the family went all together in the
car and shortly after we realized that it was overheating we parked in the grass we turned off the
car and the part of the engine caught fire after the accident we realized that the transmission
liquefied oil. I had the transmission repaired and began to give some tiresome every time I
changed gears. The car is currently parked with the damaged transmission. I understand there
is a recall for this transmission. I understand there is a recall for the transmission. While driving
down the road I heard a loud pop looked in my rearview to see that my back windshield blew
out. It literally blew up even the outside edges were jagged. Upon researching the internet I see
this is stating to become a problem with other Windstar owners. Door constantly opens and
closes. Have experienced problems with door fully closing. The engine freezes up and shut
down when driving. Had to change the fuel pump and put in a new ac compressor. The contact
owns a Ford Windstar. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the windshield
wipers failed to operate intermittently. The contact also mentioned that the wipers would stop

midway and the contact would have to manually reset the wipers. The vehicle was not taken to a
dealer. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was , Rear windshield wiper is
not working. Mechanic states the rear wiper motor has water damage and must be replaced.
Battery was dead all of a sudden. Jumped it and all the lights started flickering. Dome light dash
lights. Windshield wipers came on and they were turned off. Driving down the road everything
shut down until the gas was pressed and then it all came back on. Called several places and no
one can tell me what is wrong. The contact stated that the rear window shattered. The vehicle
was taken to a glass repair specialist that was recommended by the insurance company. The
vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The failure and current mileages were , The
contact stated that the vehicle was parked and smoke began to emit from under the hood. The
contact did not see flames, but poured water under the hood to put out the smoke. The
windshield wiper motor stopped functioning after the failure occurred. The vehicle was taken to
an authorized dealer for a diagnostic test and the technician stated that water entered the wiper
motor and started a fire. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that the VIN
was not included in the recall. I own a Ford Windstar and the windshield wipers have quit
working for the third time. This always seems to happen while I am driving in the rain, which is
not safe at all, but yesterday it happened during a very heavy thunderstorm while I was driving
down the interstate at 70 mph! I have seen a recall in the past on the Ford Windstar for this
same complaint. I contacted my local dealership and they stated that my Windstar was not
included in this recall. As much of a hassle and an expense it is to have the wiper motor
replaced, it's still not as much a hassle as it is dangerous to be driving a vehicle that not only
do the wipers randomly quit working without any warning but the abs and traction control will
kick off all the time and Ford won't fix or do anything about the failures that so many other
Windstar owners continue to have. How many recalls on safety issues do you have to have
before the entire vehicle is recalled? I'm sure this has a lot to do the the terrible gas mileage
that is not even close to what the original sticker quoted!. Or the torque converter issues in the
transmission that had to be completely rebuilt. A lot of the Windstar's issues started while it
was still under warranty and just continued to get worse. If were up to me I would definitely call
the vehicle a lemon. After talking to my neighbor, he also has replaced his Windstar's wiper
motor three times. Seems to be happening to more vehicles than just mine. The abs light began
coming on intermittently for no known reason; gradually it has been on more. In recent weeks,
have also begun having problems with the speed control working only intermittently, and last
week the speedometer stopped working incorrectly; the highest speed it registers is mph, even
though I know I'm going faster. The windshield wipers now suddenly work only on low or, if
turned up to the highest possible setting, they go half speed. Two weeks ago a brake set up for
no known reason, to the point that I smelled 'burning. I drove to a hospital where son was
working and he investigated and found the frozen-up brake. He was able to eventually get it
freed up. A vehicle that once was a very dependable workhorse has suddenly become erratic
and downright scary. Now I am having problems with my wipers and they don't work on any of
the speeds but high and next to high and the other speeds don't work. Another problem I have
been having is the electronic slidding doors don't always close or want to stay shut. The doors
have even tried to open when driving down the road which is very dangerous considering I have
children ridding in the back of my van. I have had codes come up on my van that sound like a
manufacturing problem and I have had about enough of this. I have not felt save in my van since
they called me in for the recall they fixed on it at dick withems. I still think it needs an inspection
by the company and they need to fix everything that is malfunctioning due to manufacturing
problems. I put my children's and my life in Ford's hands when I drive this van and if anything
ever happens to my children or me I will be getting ahold of Ford, my lawyer. I think that when
vehicle's are built they should make sure there are less manufacturing problems as possible.
Please contact me. This is the second time in 3 years I have to replace my tailgate window for
my Ford Windstar. I replaced it thinking about I may be the 'lucky one'! My daughter was so
afraid because she was seating at the back 2 times in a row!! I was questioning about the
occurance and frequency??? Driver side windshield wiper arm loosens about once a month in
winter less in spring can do it while driving need 15mm wrench to tighten will not stay tight has
been happening since new. Windshield wiper failure parks wipers in middle of windshield and
obstructs vision similar issue as the recall for previous year Ford Windstar Mini-vans has been
taken in for service and dealer claims its a faulty front end g. I have a Ford model sel - my
wipers stopped working. I took it too Ford to get the problem fixed since I have an extended
warranty on my vehicle intercontinental warranty services -iws - iws first agreed to cover the
repairs to the burned out wiper motor. Ford called iws to get an additional cable to be covered
as well since the pins that were attached to that cable where also attached to the wiper motor
and broke off. They got corroded with water and rust build up. Iws then decided to reject

coverage since water damage is not covered in their policy. I spoke with iws and they gave me
recall 01s25 and advised me Ford would have to cover the repairs. I called Ford back and they
advised me that no recalls show up for my VIN. However, I find that the same issue of this recall
is affecting my vehicle as well and feel it needs to be covered by Ford or iws. Read more The
contact stated that the entire electrical system failed. The windshield wipers did not operate, the
interior lights shut on and off while driving at night, the power windows would not open or
close, and the power doors worked intermittently. The contact stated that there were several
instances when children became locked inside of the vehicle. In addition, the instrument panel
was inoperable. The dealer replaced the windshield wiper motor however, did not evaluate the
vehicle for the other failures. The manufacturer had not been notified nor was the vehicle
repaired. The current mileage was , and the approximate failure mileage was 70, Vehicle was
parked and someone noticed that smoke was coming from under the hood. An electrical fire
had started from windshield wiper motor assembly and burnt through motor terminal guide.
Both parts had to be replaced. If this problem was not caught early extensive fire damage would
have occurred. To the best of my knowledge most states have passed a law requiring motorists
to turn on their headlamps during rain storms. I am assuming this practice is to ensure visibility
of vehicles. This could be accomplished by one of two ways: 1st-when the motorists activates
his windshield wipers, he also activates his headlamps to illuminate. Or 2nd require drl on all
vehicles, thus his visibility is always present. I am also of the understanding that the canadian
government requires all vehicles sold in canada be equipped with drl. The cost of making it a
requirement should not be that expensive that sale of vehicles in the USA would be effected.
Car Problems. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 1. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 2.
Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 3. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 4. Wiper problem of
the Ford Windstar 5. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 6. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar
7. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 8. Wiper problem of the Ford Windstar 9. Wiper problem
of the Ford Windstar Other Common Visibility related problems of Ford Windstar. Windshield
problems. Power Window problems. Defogger problems. Defogger Heater problems. Blower
problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer Motor problems. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The wipers were
not working, later the front and rear wipers were replaced. Wheels - 2 wheels rims warped
without reason. Caused constant vibration. Had checked 3 times before problem found. Found
at non-Ford garage. Rearview mirror fell off while parked. Windshield wipers have never worked
properly, constantly smear. Replace at various times. Driver side windshield wiper
malfunctioned due to worn out blade. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer
transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect Windstar recall. Windshield wiper comes on by itself, sprayer does not work. A local Ford
dealer has informed me that this vehicle needs a head gasket replacement. I find it unacceptable
that a head gasket failure should be expected at any time, especially in a vehicle that has not
seen severe driving conditions. With this recent failure head gaskets , I am convinced that I
have purchased a lemon. When driving at 40 mph and without prior warning the vehicle
overheated, lost power, and shut down, causing the consumer to pull over to the side of the
road and wait to start the vehicle back up. When starting the vehicle I back up, the vehicle
overheated again and cut back off. Consumer is also having problems with the windshield
wipers, the transmission was replaced at 40, miles, the new transmission began to slip because
of a blown head gasket and the dealer can not determined the problem's. Windshield wipers fail
intermittently. Defroster will not defrost the whole windshield. The wiper will only reach half way
across the bottom of the windshield. Windshield wiper freeze up which causes the the
windshield to freeze very quickly. Windshield wiper blades do not work properly during winter
storms. Total ABS failure, the pedal when applied has gone to the floor on two occasions.
Consumer states brakes never operated correctly the entire time consumer owned vehicle,
consumer traded vehicle back in. Seat clicks and skips when moving back and forth, dealer
replaced the seat track. Wiper blades replaced. Gear selector lever replaced. Brake shoes, pads,
H and rotors have been replaced several times, drums were machined many times. Front
windshield washer over sprays windshield. Rear windshield wiper failed. Windsheild wipers
froze and can not use. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. The vehicle has the same problems as indicated in the recall; however it is not
included in the recall due to the VIN. Dealer said the recall work was already done, and the caller

had to pay for it. Manufacturer said the work was done on December 7, On June 27th , I was
driving and it was raining heavy and my wind sheild wipers stopped working, I could'nt see
anything, so I drove slowly to the side of the street and I almost hit this lady and her daugther
who was crossing the streets cause I could not see them cause the rain was coming down so
heavy. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine
complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Windstar recall.
When the windshield wipers are engaged they will either work for a few seconds and quit or not
work at all. Dealership replaced the wiper motor twice, and the front electronic control module.
But problems still exists. Recall 01V was issued, but this vehicle was not covered under the
recall due to VIN. Also, clunking on the front driver side at low speed or when turning left.
Dealership checked the vehicle and later replaced the brake rotor. Starter were also replaced. I
purchased a Ford Windstar in October I have had to have the transmission rebuilt in December I
only have 46, miles on this vehicle. The transmission should not have been giving me problems
with this few of miles on it. The transmission starting changing really hard and starting making
loud clunking noises when shifting. It began to start slipping into neutral while driving down the
road. The dealership has not helped me at all and Ford Motor Company has been informed of
my problem. The state attorney general has also been notified. I think Ford motor should have a
recall and pay for the repairs for these vehicles that have failed for those of us who trusted
these to be reliable family vehicles. Go to The windshield wiper motor had to be replaced just
shortly after I purchased this vehicle. Floor to seat safety latches have been replaced due to
recall in December Windshield has constant crackling noise as I am driving. Dealer has been
contacted for repairs. Dealer failed to return phone calls over a two week period, after filing a
complaint with NHTSA, the dealer scheduled an appointment. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The dealer was contacted and
determined that the vehicle was not included in any recall due to the VIN. The vehicle was not
examined or repaired. Initially the wipers worked intermittently, however the wipers are no
longer functioning at all. The VIN was not included in the recall. While driving 50 mph in
inclement weather, without warning the windshield wiper failed. The driver was able to maintain
control of the vehicle and drove it to the dealer for inspection. The mechanic informed the driver
that the windshield wiper motor needed to be replaced. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus
ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint
transmission complaint paint defect Windstar recall. The wipers failed while my wife and 2 kids
were driving on I which almost caused them to leave the roadway. The dealer has been less
than helpful in explaining how corrosion developed. Customer relations kurl I explai
international 1466 parts diagram
youtube 2007 layout
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ned my situation and referred to recall 01V She furhter said that the recall was completed on
my vehicle in and that there was no relationship to my current malfunction and the recall.
Please advise by written notice of your findings or conclusions. It is very dangerous for driving
on the freeway on rainy day. Windshield wiper fluid reservoir is located out in hood that
defroster cannot get to it. Therefore, in bad snowy conditions windshield wiper reservoir will
freeze up, and consumer cannot use it when needed, such as when ice and mud is splashed
onto windshield, causing poor visibility. Windshield wipers fail to clear windshield when in use.
Would pull to side of road to clean windshield wipers off. Were replaced 3 times. Took vehicle to
dealer, informed by mechanic they were the only windshield wipers made for Windstar by
manufacturer. Consumer was later able to purchase effective windshield wipers from an
automotive store. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

